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Schneider Electric
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Experience the Wiser difference
Today’s consumers are increasingly tech-savvy. They value comfort,
convenience, and safety more than ever before. And, as the pace of
everyday life grows, so does demand for smart home solutions.
Meet Wiser. Connected home technology that lets you be a smart
home expert and satisfy your customers’ growing expectations.
Designed to be both user- and installer-friendly, Wiser brings
compelling benefits to your customers, and new business
opportunities to you.
At the core of Wiser you’ll find familiar Schneider Electric products.
Enriched with connectivity, they remain as easy to install as their
traditional equivalents, and their configuration is a breeze thanks to the
eSetup for Electricians app. So you can offer your customers smarter
homes without investing extra time and effort.

Smart home is the next big thing
In 2016, 80 million smart home products
were sold worldwide1 – a 64% increase
on 20152. This demand is set to grow
with the global smart home market
projected to reach $70 billion
by 20233. Wiser will help you turn
this opportunity into continuous
business growth.

1, 2 Source: IHS Markit research, 2016
3	
Source: Global Smart Homes Market Size, Share,
Development, Growth and Demand Forecast to 2023
report, P&S Market Research, 2017

That’s the Wiser difference.
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Meet Wiser
With a broad scope of Wiser connected products, including lighting, heating,
shutter control, and energy management, you can meet your customers’
needs and make their home lives easier.

Maximum flexibility for your customers
Wiser is compatible with Amazon Alexa, Apple HomeKit, and Google Home and is
continually updated with new features. So your customers can easily upgrade their
connected homes over time to fit their evolving needs.
Wiser App

Home Touch

Lighting control

Heating control

Shutter control

Energy management

Sensors
Home
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The Wiser app for your customers

A home should fit its owners’ needs, not the other way around. That’s the Wiser philosophy.
Here’s how homes can be easily customized with the free Wiser app.

Schedules and modes

Lights, heating, and shutters
programmed to individual preferences,
all set up by the homeowner in the
Wiser app. And three modes – Home,
Sleep, and Away, changed with one
tap to quickly adjust the settings.

Moments

The perfect ambiance for any moment.
The Wiser app lets your customers set
and save lighting, shutters, and heating
settings and bring them back anytime
they want.

Notifications

If there’s an electrical fault, a leak,
or an open door or window, Wiser
notifies the homeowner via the
Wiser app. So both the property and
its occupants are better protected.

Home
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Wiser Home Touch

Call it “the hub” or “the brain”, the Home Touch
brings together the Wiser functions of the home.
Link it to Wi-Fi to enable remote home control
through the app, from anywhere, at any time.

Wiser products
are accessible
via a hub that doubles
as a controller.
The Home Touch also
enables remote
management.

The Home Touch lets your customer stay
in control even when his or her phone is playing
hide and seek. One tap on its touch screen can
activate a moment, adjust the temperature, or
change between Home, Away, and Sleep modes.
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Lighting control
With Wiser, you empower your customers to create
the ideal lighting for any occasion. Movie night
ambiance on demand? One swipe and the lights
go down, turning the living room into a movie theater.
And when everyone’s away, remote lighting
control lets them switch the lights on and off
to simulate presence at home. For greater
home safety and greater peace of mind.
Turning on, off,
and dimming
the lights made
more convenient
than ever.
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Shutter control
Offer your customers smart shutter control
that allows them to let the light in – or block
it out – without getting out of bed. They can
also synchronize the shutters with their daily
schedule or local sunrises and sunsets.
Shutters in sync
with homeowners’
lifestyles.
For a smooth wakeup and better
privacy protection.

Automatic shutters offer a natural way to greet
the day and also increase home protection.
If a storm starts raging while everyone’s away,
the shutters can be closed remotely; later
they can be opened to let the sunshine in.
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Heating control

Wiser enables
precise temperature
adjustment and
saves energy when
nobody’s at home.

Help your customers solve one of the hottest issues
at home – conflicting temperature preferences. With
Wiser, it’s easy to set the ideal temperature in every
room and cater to different definitions of “cozy”.
At the same time, Wiser is good for the household
budget. It helps homeowners achieve energy
savings by lowering the temperature when
nobody’s home, right on schedule. And of course
it warms up the house for a cheery homecoming.
No manual adjusting of radiators necessary.
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Energy management
Give your customers the gifts of insight and safety,
thanks to 24/7 monitoring of their electrical system.
A Wiser-equipped electrical panel sends
notifications whenever an issue arises.
Armed with this knowledge, homeowners can
reduce the time you spend on diagnostics.

Greater efficiency
and safety thanks
to insight into
energy consumption
and electrical
system status.

And, with Wiser, you’re not just a go-to electrician
but also an energy advisor. Show your customers
they can improve household budgets by adjusting
energy consumption patterns to use cheaper,
off-peak energy and by making the most of solar
power installations.
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Sensors
Offer your customers greater comfort
and peace of mind with Wiser sensors.
These inconspicuous devices keep
an eye on different areas of the house
and send notifications via the Wiser
app if something’s amiss. They also
take care of the little things, like turning
the light off when nobody’s in the room.
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Discover the eSetup for Electricians app
You don’t need a PC or any complex tools to configure Wiser – everything can
be done via a smartphone thanks to the eSetup for Electricians app, available
for free download. Connect to the product directly and use this app to finalize
your project.
With the eSetup for Electricians app you can:
• Commission all Wiser products with step-by-step guidance
• Upgrade the product firmware offline
• Assign products to customer rooms
• Add devices to the Home Touch
• Get a summary of completed commissioning jobs and export it
to a PDF document to share with your customer
Get your job done quickly with a single tool.
Download the app today!
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Save time on setup
and commissioning
Designed with the installers’ needs in mind, Wiser is
easy to commission and set up in a few simple steps.
How to set up Wiser functions:
1. Install Wiser devices at your customer’s home
2. Download the eSetup for Electricians app
to your smartphone
3. Connect with the devices through the app
using Bluetooth
4. Follow the instructions to set up Wiser functions
5. Introduce your customer to a Wiser home

For assistance in completing the installation process,
access our customer care center via the app.
Home
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Grow your business
the Wiser way
Choose Schneider Electric as your smart home partner to grow
your business and profits.
Created with comfort and convenience in mind, Wiser connected
technology helps you improve your customers’ home lives, gain
recognition as a trusted professional, and acquire new clients
through recommendations.
Join our Home EcoXpert program to become one of our
partner electricians and get promoted on the Schneider Electric
website. As a member of the program, you will be able to
broaden your smart home expertise, differentiate yourself with
EcoXpert signage, and position yourself as the go-to expert.

How to become an EcoXpert
• Take part in one of the trainings on
our connected offers
• Perform and declare your first Wiser
installation
• Become a member of the mySchneider
Electrician Program by registering in
our portal
Register to become an EcoXpert, today!

Home & Small Business

With Wiser and Schneider Electric, you’ll expand your business
without expanding your workload.
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Discover the Wiser difference, today!
schneider-electric.com/wiser
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